
27 Lecture - PAK301

Important Mcqs

Which phase of industrial development in Pakistan focused on import substitution?

a) First phase

b) Second phase

c) Third phase

d) Fourth phase

Answer: a) First phase

What were some of the key industries established during the initial years of industrial development in
Pakistan?

a) Textiles, sugar, cement, chemicals, and steel

b) Pharmaceuticals, automobiles, aviation, and electronics

c) Food processing, tourism, education, and healthcare

d) Agriculture, fisheries, forestry, and mining

Answer: a) Textiles, sugar, cement, chemicals, and steel

What policy incentives were provided by the government of Pakistan to promote industrialization?

a) Tax breaks and subsidies

b) Tariff increases and export bans

c) Strict regulations and high taxes

d) Import restrictions and export quotas

Answer: a) Tax breaks and subsidies

What was the focus of industrial policy in Pakistan during the 1980s?

a) Liberalization and privatization

b) Import substitution and protectionism



c) Export-oriented growth and foreign investment

d) Nationalization and state control

Answer: a) Liberalization and privatization

What are some challenges faced by the industrial development in Pakistan?

a) Energy crisis, inadequate infrastructure, taxation issues, and regulation challenges

b) Political instability, environmental degradation, and social unrest

c) Lack of skilled labor, low literacy rate, and corruption

d) All of the above

Answer: a) Energy crisis, inadequate infrastructure, taxation issues, and regulation challenges

Which sector has contributed to employment generation, increased production, and export earnings in
Pakistan?

a) Industrial sector

b) Agriculture sector

c) Service sector

d) Informal sector

Answer: a) Industrial sector

What is the potential of Pakistan's industrial sector for achieving sustainable economic development?

a) High potential with continued efforts to address challenges

b) Low potential due to external factors beyond control

c) Moderate potential dependent on global economic trends

d) No potential due to lack of resources

Answer: a) High potential with continued efforts to address challenges

What are special economic zones (SEZs)?

a) Designated areas with reduced taxes and regulations to attract foreign investment

b) Areas reserved for military purposes to promote national security



c) Protected natural areas to conserve biodiversity

d) Zones for agricultural production and rural development

Answer: a) Designated areas with reduced taxes and regulations to attract foreign investment

What is the role of high-tech and knowledge-based industries in Pakistan's industrial development?

a) To promote innovation and technological advancement

b) To support traditional industries and crafts

c) To promote employment in rural areas

d) To protect domestic industries from foreign competition

Answer: a) To promote innovation and technological advancement

What is the key to achieving sustainable industrial development in Pakistan?

a) Addressing challenges such as energy crisis and inadequate infrastructure

b) Dependence on foreign aid and loans

c) Protectionism and import substitution

d) Nationalization of industries

Answer: a) Addressing challenges such as energy crisis and inadequate infrastructure

Note: Please note that answers to MCQs may vary depending on the context and time period of the
'Industrial Development' in Pakistan. It's important to refer to the specific time frame and context
when answering MCQs related to historical events or policies.


